Do you find yourself critiquing every movie you watch? Do you love to tell stories using imagery and sound? If you answered yes to those questions, documentary is the category for you!

You may create a documentary as an individual, or in a group of up to five students.

CITE YOUR SOURCES!

All images, music, and film must be credited at the end of your documentary and in your annotated bibliography.

Your documentary may not exceed 10 MINUTES.

INTRODUCE YOURSELF!

Make sure to state the title of your entry and your name before you play your documentary.
Do not use any media that requires audience or judge participation.

In addition to creating your documentary, you must write a **process paper** and **annotated bibliography**.

**Head to our website for more information:**
www.nhd.org/entering-contest/creating-an-entry/documentary/

**STUDENT EXAMPLES**

*The Journey of Sugar: Neither Short Nor Sweet*
Aditya Ailani, Senior Individual Documentary, 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv_bhnojoRQ&t=8s

*The Americans Are Very Strong*
Molly McLaughlin & Olivia Romig, Junior Group Documentary, 2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNLL8b11hxk